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translate online: the flexible solution for 
in-house translators

Does your business employ staff as in-house translators, either as their main role or as part of 
a wider set of responsibilities? Do they cover all your languages and requirements, or do you 
sometimes need to outsource translation too? Do you want to find improved ways to ensure 
important terminology and brand messaging is kept consistent? 

However you use internal translation resources, translate online is the tool for you. 

What is translate online?

translate online is a game-changing component of our cloud-based translation management system, i plus, 
which provides secure access to translation memory technology – including the ability to share translation 
memories between internal and external translators if required.

How does it work?

Working in a web-based interface which supports all browsers, your translators can work from anywhere.

The advanced translation memory technology will automatically store every sentence translated, in a 
centralised, secure database which is accessible only to translators working on your projects. In doing so, 
translate online then automatically detects sentences within translation projects which have been translated 
previously, inserting the previous translations straight into the document. The translator does not need to 
remember where or when the sentence was previously translated, and he or she does not need to copy and paste 
anything from previous documents: translate online takes care of that automatically, thereby speeding up the 
translation process.

The translation memory ensures that text is translated consistently – no matter whether you always use the 
same translator for each language, or multiple translators depending on availability. And using clear colour-
coding, translate online can even distinguish between “exact” matches (where sentences are identical to 
previously translated text) and “fuzzy” matches (where sentences are not identical, but are very similar), 
ensuring the same grammatical constructions, terminology and phrasing can be easily re-used.

For those businesses who use a combination of internal translators and external resources, translate online 
shares the translation memory content seamlessly – by ensuring that external translators can re-use the same 
translations provided by your in-house translators, and vice versa. This also means that you can gain additional 
cost reductions where sections of content have already been translated internally, because you will avoid 
inadvertently paying the full rate for something which should be heavily discounted.
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What are the advantages of using translate online?
 
• Speed up your translation process, cut costs, and improve consistency
• No installation necessary, saving time and additional software costs
• Supports all file formats
• Live previewing (including for Adobe InDesign documents) means translators can see full context
• A seamless solution if you have a mix of internal and external translation processes
• Additional benefits of i plus include a centralised document store, end-to-end encryption, customisable   

user permissions and flexible reporting – all within a single easy-to-use platform

Pricing details

Our pricing fits all types of clients. The monthly subscription is based on the number of users accessing 
translate online:

Number of users  GBP EUR USD DKK SEK

1 to 5 199.00 239.00 339.00 1,790.00 2,190.00

6 to 20 449.00 539.00 759.00 3,990.00 4,990.00

21 to 50 849.00 999.00 1,439.00 7,690.00 9,290.00

50 + Negotiable Negotiable Negotiable Negotiable Negotiable

We offer a 25% discount on all the above subscriptions for clients of our translation or 

interpreting services* 

* To qualify for this discount, a client must send at least 10% of their translation or interpreting jobs to be carried 
out externally by translate plus.

About translate plus 
translate plus is a leading provider of language technology and services, with offices in the UK, Denmark, 
Germany, Sweden, the USA, Italy, the Netherlands, China and Japan. As well as developing cutting-edge 
software such as i plus and translate online, we offer translation, localisation and interpreting services into over 
200 languages.

For further information, contact us on: +44 (0)20 7324 0950 / contact@translateplus.com


